Preparative in situ hybridization: selection of chromosome region-specific libraries on mitotic chromosomes.
We have developed preparative in situ hybridization (Prep-ISH) of complex DNA populations to mitotic chromosomes as a means of generating chromosome region-specific DNA subpopulations. Prep-ISH is a combination of two cytogenetic techniques: in situ hybridization of DNA molecules to mitotic chromosomes and chromosome microdissection. Here, we present test cases demonstrating the feasibility of this approach on mouse and human genomes, using single nuclei, single chromosomes, or single chromosomal subregions to assess sensitivity, specificity, and representation of the Prep-ISH technique. Prep-ISH has a number of applications in studies of gene expression and genome organization, including efficient cytogenetic sorting of tissue-specific cDNAs and genomic DNA libraries. In addition, Prep-ISH is likely to dramatically reduce the number of candidate genes to aid in gene discovery efforts and to improve efficiency of developing transcription maps and YAC and cosmid contigs through defined cytogenetic regions.